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Abstract 

This thesis aims to enrich some insights into performance improvement in 

manufacturing systems and supply chains operating as flexible systems. The overall 

theme is to enhance the research on improving the time-based competitiveness of flexible 

systems operating under multiple entity type flow scenarios. The study focuses on 

flexibility as a means to enhance the lead-time performance under one such operating 

environment involving Decision Information Synchronization (DIS) scenarios. 

These research efforts are motivated by research on manufacturing flexibility, 

supply chain flexibility and the associated DIS contexts. These are enhanced and 

synthesized into conceptual frameworks for studying the flexibility and DIS scenarios in 

flexible systems. The synthesis is based on a multiple entity flow perspective 

emphasizing the concepts of action points and decision points that control the flow of 

entities in desirable directions. Based on these conceptual frameworks, a number of 

flexibility types and DIS delay modes have been identified. Apart from mapping these 

with literature, some new insights are also highlighted. This thesis focussed on four 

flexibility types and five DIS delay modes. Both manufacturing systems as well as supply 

chain systems are modelled individually as well as in an integrated manner. In order to 

handle the complexity of building models of supply chain systems with manufacturing 

systems as their explicit components and with flexibility and DIS scenarios built at both 

these levels, a Java based object oriented FlexFlow simulation environment has been 

developed and presented in this thesis using Unified Modelling Language (UML). The 

FlexFlow simulation environment enables modelling of multiple entity flows as discrete 



event dynamic systems where flexibility offers alternative paths for flow of entities. The 

types of flows modelled include; material flow, resource flow, decision flow and 

information flow. For the development of supply chain models, the Supply Chain 

Operations Reference (SCOR) framework has been used with enhancements. 

The studies on manufacturing systems and supply chains have been carried out 

with three broad perspectives. Firstly, from a pure manufacturing system perspective 

addressing two important questions viz., how does manufacturing flexibility influence the 

manufacturing lead-time performance and how does the manufacturing DIS context 

modify this influence. Secondly, from a pure supply chain perspective addressing two 

more important questions viz., how does supply chain flexibility influence the supply 

chain performance and how does the supply chain DIS context modify this influence. 

The third perspective is an integrated perspective where manufacturing systems are 

viewed as integral parts of supply chain systems. The studies carried out with this 

perspective, addressed questions like, how does the manufacturing flexibility influence 

the supply chain performance and how does the supply chain DIS modify the influence of 

manufacturing flexibility on supply chain performance, and also how does the combined 

flexibility influence the overall supply chain performance. 

The studies clearly demonstrated the beneficial influence of flexibility types and 

their combinations. However, effective reaping of the benefits due to flexibility requires 

the use of appropriate types and judicious levels of flexibility coupled with adequate DIS 

levels. The flexible systems may tolerate some levels and types of DIS delays better than 

others and hence greater research attention in deploying and exploiting flexibility in such 

contexts is useful. This thesis shares some insights in this direction. 
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